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Responding to the Conference theme



Responding to the Conference theme

The Older Women Scientists celebration, 1999



Responding to the
Conference theme

 RN’s Background Briefing 21-7-02
 “Global Morality”
 Blurred boundaries between

domestic and foreign policy
 Strong states seeking more

powers of surveillance, encroaching
on civil liberties



Growing up in post-colonial
Ceylon/Sri Lanka

Note the three official languages

Sinhala, Tamil and English



Growing up in post-colonial Ceylon



At Alla Rest House, 1952

Growing up in post-colonial Ceylon



Growing up in post-colonial Ceylon

On confirmation day in clothes from Australia



Becoming an Australian

Notes:

3 weeks after our arrival in
Sydney in February 1969

My married name Scharenguivel
My aunt’s surname Dirckze

Doxology: my mother means
“Praise God” for my BA results



Becoming an Australian
If one could find a single word to convey
to an outsider the sensation that
prevailed over the whole march, and the
thoughts that apparently ran through the
minds of the majority of people taking
part, it would be the word ‘confusion’.



Becoming an Australian

My choice of home decoration in 1976-77



Becoming an Australian

Speaking in Japan, 1985



Becoming an Australian
Submission to Broad Left Conference bulletin, 1986

Marx’s characterisation of communist
society as one where “the free
development of each [individual] is the
condition of the free development of all”
is still, to me, one of the most useful
descriptions of the “good society” I would
like to live in.

Blurring boundaries between
individualism and the social good



Becoming an Australian



Negotiating globalisation

Poster on Ecologically Sustainable
Development, PHA Conference 1991



Negotiating globalisation

Globalised technologies have blurred
results, both saving/increasing time



Negotiating globalisation

The start of my work with Indigenous
Australians and people with disabilities.



Negotiating globalisation

Responding to Hindu and Buddhist values
via a North American’s synthesis of

Christian, Jewish and Hindu teachings,
and her description of the blurred

boundaries between body, mind and spirit.

Negotiating globalisation



Negotiating globalisation



Negotiating boundaries between
work and family, paid and unpaid work



Negotiating globalisation
JOY involves play and creativity

INTEREST generates exploration and motivation

CONTENTMENT creates the urge to savour and 

integrate recent events and experiences

LOVE is a fusion of these and other specific 

positive emotions which over time builds

and accumulates a person’s resources.



Negotiating globalisation

  “...a bifocal gaze or vision which
attempts to focus (almost) at the
same time on the level of particular
individuals and their ethical
responsibilities for their decision-
making, as well as that of the wider
social/institutional contexts which
structure those decisions”.



Negotiating globalisation



A manifesto for a secular 21C
resident of Planet Earth

1.  Tribal power

I recognise the power that comes from
understanding that all living and lifeless
things are one and the same energy
source.  With that understanding, I
acknowledge and build on what I have
inherited from my family and those
people and things that inhabit my
environment.



A manifesto for a secular 21C
resident of Planet Earth

2.  Relational power

In that knowledge, I honour and
respect my relationships with all
beings and things, and practise
strengthening my relational powers
in my daily activities.



A manifesto for a secular 21C
resident of Planet Earth

3.  Personal power

After learning to honour
relationships, I recognise the
importance of learning to honour
myself as the source of unique
talents, and strengthen my personal
power by sharing those gifts and
contributions with my world.



A manifesto for a secular 21C
resident of Planet Earth

4.  Emotional power

I nourish my emotional powers by
practising love and forgiveness, and
creating harmony in my
environment.



A manifesto for a secular 21C
resident of Planet Earth

5.  Will power

I understand that since I am only one
part of a whole environment which I
cannot control, I am most powerful
when I surrender my personal will and
remain open to every opportunity
that comes my way.



A manifesto for a secular 21C
resident of Planet Earth
6.  Mental power

I develop my mental powers by
seeking only the truth.

7. Spiritual power

By living in the present moment,
I gain spiritual power.


